1. Vietnam

2. South Vietnam

The Dalat meeting of the generals' directorate yesterday produced no direct challenge to Premier Ky. Government forces in the past few days have scored local successes against the Viet Cong in several provinces. The Communists continue to keep their main force units from contact with major government forces.
3. Egypt

4. Indonesia

Sukarno has apparently called for another major anti-American demonstration.
US officials in Surabaya have been notified that several thousand Youth Front members will march against the consulate tomorrow morning. The consul is taking security precautions.

5. Panama

Dissatisfaction with the Robles regime continues to grow in Panama, and both legal and subversive opposition groups are searching for ways to dislodge the government.
6. Greece

Solution to the political impasse seems as far away as ever.
The King is continuing to consult with various political leaders but no decision has yet emerged.
There has been considerable talk in conservative circles that the King is considering a nonparliamentary government based on military support. Constantine, however, claims that a military solution is out of the question.

7. Latin America

8. Dominican Republic

No significant developments were reported today.